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Abstract

Collaborative filtering is one of the commonly used methods in the web recommendation system. Numerous

researches on the collaborative filtering proposed the numbers of measures for enhancing the accuracy. This study

suggests the movie recommendation system applied with Word2Vec and ensemble convolutional neural networks.

First, user sentences and movie sentences are made from the user, movie, and rating information. Then, the user

sentences and movie sentences are input into Word2Vec to figure out the user vector and movie vector. The user

vector is input on the user convolutional model while the movie vector is input on the movie convolutional model.

These user and movie convolutional models are connected to the fully-connected neural network model.

Ultimately, the output layer of the fully-connected neural network model outputs the forecasts for user, movie,

and rating. The test result showed that the system proposed in this study showed higher accuracy than the

conventional cooperative filtering system and Word2Vec and deep neural network-based system suggested in the

similar researches. The Word2Vec and deep neural network-based recommendation system is expected to help

in enhancing the satisfaction while considering about the characteristics of users.
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1. Introduction

In response to increasing e-commerce, the need for a

product recommendation is further increasing and

enhancing the accuracy of the product recommendation

is one of the main issues in the web-based product rec-

ommendation system[1,2]. The collaborative filtering is

one of the commonly used methods in the web-based

product recommendation system[2]. The general coop-

erative filtering system uses the user’s product rating

information to figure out the correlation similarity, find

the neighbor users of high similarity, and recommend

products by using the purchase information of the

neighbor user.

Recently, Word2Vec is actively used in the text anal-

ysis field, which is one of the natural language process-

ing fields[4,5]. Word2Vec converts a word into vector and

it identifies the correlation between the words in the

sentence, turns them into vector, and places the similar

words in the close distance at the vector space[6].

Word2Vec is also applicable on fields other than the text

analysis and number s of researchers are suggesting on

utilizing Word2Vec on the cooperative filtering-based

recommendation system[7]. According to these researches,

the recommendation accuracy can be improved by fig-

uring out the similarity between users and selecting the

neighbor users based on the user vector information or

product vector information derived from Word2Vec

instead of directly using the user rating to figure out the

user similarity. The similarity-based recommendation
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system using the neighbor user, however, fundamentally

involves an issue of difficulty in making recommenda-

tions for new users or new products.

These days, deep learning is showing a great perfor-

mance in the image processing or natural language pro-

cessing fields. In response, deep learning is applied on

various fields and there are recent researches on apply-

ing the deep learning to the recommendation system[8].

For example, a research came up with the recommen-

dation system that utilizes the recurrent neural network

system in the environment where user rating informa-

tion doesn’t exist while another research pointed out

that the Word2Vec and deep neural network-based rec-

ommendation system shows higher recommendation

accuracy than the conventional user-based collaborative

filtering method in the environment with the user rating

information[9]. In addition, image processing field is uti-

lizing the deep learning technology most actively and

the deep learning technology is showing a remarkable

performance in the image pattern recognition based on

the Convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithm[10,11].

This study tries to suggest on applying the Word2Vec,

which is actively used in the text analysis field for the

movie recommendation with the user rating informa-

tion, and CNN algorithm, which is the most actively

used in the image processing field, on the movie rec-

ommendation system. The proposed system first uses

Word2Vec to figure out the user vector and movie vec-

tor. Then, the user and movie vectors are made into the

learning data. After that, movie is recommended by

learning the CNN algorithm. For the evaluation on the

performance of the proposed system, this study com-

pares the user-based collaborative filtering system with

the deep neural network-based recommendation show-

ing the higher recommendation accuracy[12].

2. Recommendation Modeling

This study proposes a CNN algorithm-based movie

recommendation system. The learning network for

learning the user’s movie rating is composed as Fig. 1.

The Word2Vec and ensemble CNN algorithm-based

movie recommendation stages are as Fig. 2.

In the text analysis, a document is divided into sen-

tences and the words inside sentences become a corpus.

As the movie data is composed in (User ID, Movie ID,

and Movie Rating) structure, the sentence cannot be

composed like the general text analysis. Instead, the

intention sentences are needed for the analysis. In the

corpus composition step, methods such as wDNN are

used to generate user sentences and movie sentences by

using the information on the movies that user watched

and the user’s movie ratings. This results in user corpus

and movie corpus. Sentences are composed with words

and this study regarded the user ID and movie ID as the

words. The user sentences are composed only with user

ID while movie sentences are composed only with

movie ID.

The processes of generating the sentences composed

of user ID are as follows. First, all user IDs that watched

the same movie and their movie ratings are searched.

Then, movie sentences are made by regarding the user

ID as the word. For instance, a sentence is made by

Fig. 1. Learning network configuration.

Fig. 2. Movie recommendation algorithm.
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finding all user IDs that watched Movie A and using the

lists of all users that gave the same points to the movie.

Then, multiple sentences covering from the lists of users

that gave the highest points to the lowest points are gen-

erated for Movie A. This process is repeated for all

movies to generate the whole user sentence. Here, a cor-

pus is made by combining the words (user ID) used in

each sentence. In the movie sentence, movies are found

and the sentences are made by using the lists of movies

that got the same user ratings. After repeating this pro-

cess for the all users, the whole movie sentences can be

made. Then, a movie corpus is made by combining the

words (movie ID) used in each sentence.

In the Word2Vec-based user vector generation, the

user vector is generated by inputting the whole user sen-

tences from the corpus composition step. Word2Vec

uses the Gensim for a Python library. Word2Vec

requires setting the window size to find the correlation

between the words and word vector. This study set the

word vector size to 200 and window size to 10. The 200

dimensional vectors figure out the correlation between

words by taking 10 neighboring words (window size)

in each sentence. The same process is repeated for the

movie vector. As a result, each user ID and movie ID

gets 200 dimensional vectors.

The raw data composed of user ID, movie ID, and

user ratings is converted into the user vector, move vec-

tor, and user ratings to organize the learning data and

use the CNN algorithm for learning. The whole model

for the ensemble CNN algorithm is as Fig. 3. In this

study, CNN algorithm-based learning uses Keras, a

Python-based open source library, and Keras uses Ten-

sorFlow as a deep learning engine.

For the input data, the convolution layer uses the con-

volution kernels to extract the important characteristics

of the designated area. The designated area is significant

only when it is composed with correlated data. As 200

dimensional vectors indicating the user ID and movie

ID are not correlated together, there should be a respec-

tive convolution layer for user ID and movie ID. In

response, this study came up with an ensemble convo-

lution model which is composed with the user convo-

lution model (user model) that learns by input user

vector and the movie convolution model (movie model)

that learns by input movie vector separately and com-

bines the two models in the input stage of the fully-con-

nected stage.

The input layer receives the random numbers of

learning cases composed of 200 dimensional vectors

and outputs without a conversion process. The user

model and movie model process the input data through

the convolution layer and pooling layer and ultimately

output the random numbers of 600 dimensional vectors.

The user model and movie model’s output vectors are

connected and integrated into 1200 dimensional vectors

and inputted as the fully-connected layer (1200 input

nodes for the fully-connected layer). The fully-con-

nected layer’s hidden layer is composed of 10 nodes

and the data of the 1200 dimensional vectors is con-

verted into 10 dimensional vectors for the output. The

hidden layer’s activation function is ReLU. The output

layer composed of 1 node receives 10 dimensional vec-

tors and outputs as 1 dimensional scalar. The activation

function is not specified and the output layer’s output

is applied with the CNN algorithm to forecast the actual

user rating from the cases of learning. “RMSprop” is

Fig. 3. The ensemble CNN algorithm model.
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used as the optimization method of the convolution

model and “MSE” is used for the loss function.

The composition of the user model and movie model

are the same in Fig. 6 and the details are as Fig. 4.

Generally, the convolution layer of the CNN algo-

rithm mainly process images and it uses the two dimen-

sional filter (kernel) to process the convolution. On the

other hand, the user vector and movie vector in this

study have the form of one-dimensional array of 200

dimensional vectors. Therefore, the convolution needs

to be processed by using the one dimensional filter. In

the one dimensional convolution processing, this study

used Conv1D of Keras 2.1.3 Library and set the filter

size to 5, filter number to 50, padding to “Same”, acti-

vation function to “ReLU, and stride to 1. Conv1D con-

volves the input data and one dimensional filter for the

output and the output result becomes a feature map. As

the filter number is set to 50, the convolution layer out-

puts 50 feature maps for each 200 dimensional individ-

ual user vector.

The pooling layer uses MaxPooling1D of Keras to

compress the one-dimensional array data and the pool-

ing size is set to 4. The input data is compressed in 1/

4 size. MaxPooling1D receives the input vector data,

sort out 4 elements in order, selects the biggest number

among elements, and discards the remaining elements.

The second pooling layer receives the input of 50 fea-

ture maps from the 50 dimensional vectors and outputs

50 feature maps compressed into the 12 dimensional

vectors.

The flatten layer converts to a form of one-dimen-

sional array for 600 (12*50=600) dimensional vectors.

By learning the CNN algorithm and inputting the user

vector and movie vector for the recommended movie,

the expected user rating is obtained from the output. As

a result, the user is recommended a movie in the order

of the highest user ratings.

3. Experiments and Results Analysis

To assess the performance of the proposed system,

this study used the FilmTrust data provided by LibRec.

The FilmTrust data covers the ratings of 1,000 users on

the 1500 movies from 0.5 points to 4 points. The

FilmTrust data is composed of 3 parts, {user ID, movie

ID, movie Rating}, and 24,385 rating cases with the

data density of 1.05%.

For the criteria on assessing the recommendation

accuracy of the proposed system, this study used MAE

(Mean Absolute Error), the mean of the absolute value

and forecast ratings, commonly used the assessment of

the accuracy. The whole data is divided into learning

data (90%) and test data (10) and the learning data was

used to build a movie recommendation model and fore-

cast the user ratings in the test data. To build experiment

models and set parameters, this study used the part of

the learning data as the validation data and found the

learning model. After confirming the learning model,

this study used the whole learning data for learning the

model. To assess the performance of the test data, this

study carried out the 10-fold cross validation. For the

Fig. 4. User and movie CNN model.
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experiment, this study used Python 3.9, Keras 2.1.3

(Open library of Python), TensorFlow, and Word2Vec

of Gensim library under the hardware environment of

i7 processor, 16G memory, and GTX 1060. The hyper

parameter, output vector size M and window size W, of

Word2Vec, M was set to 200 and W was set to 100. In

composing the CNN algorithm, this study tested the

numbers of forms in the pre-experiments and ultimately

chose the models in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 with relative

higher performance. For the experiment, user and movie

convolution models were finally selected. In the user

and movie convolution models, this study set the con-

volution layer’s numbers of kernel to 50, kernel size to

5, padding to “Same”, activation function to “ReLU”,

and stride to 1 while setting the max pooling with the

pooling of 4 in the pooling layer. In the fully-connected

layer, hidden layer 1 was adopted while “ReLU” was

adopted as the activation function for 10 hidden layers

in the hidden nodes. Additionally, dropout was set to 0

based on the pre-experiments on the dropout. To assess

the recommendation accuracy of the proposed system

(wCNN), this study compared it with a system that uti-

lizes the deep neural network (wDNN).

wDNN is a deep neural network consisting of hidden

layer 2 for the 400 dimensional data obtained by com-

bining the user vector and movie vector from Word2Vec.

CF stands for the conventional user-based cooperative

filtering. The results for 10-fold cross validation on the

experiment data are as Table 1. The MAE (Mean Abso-

lute Error) for wDNN was 0.6672 while MAE for

wCNN was 0.6585 implying that the wCNN proposed

in this study shows higher accuracy than wDNN.

Additionally, in the 10-fold cross validation including

the new user or new product from substituting the new

user with user vector’s mean vector and substituting the

new product with movie vector’s mean vector, the

wDNN had MAE of 0.6813 while wCNN had MAE of

0.6509. Such results proved that the accuracy of the

movie recommendation can be improved by utilizing

Word2Vec and ensemble CNN algorithm.

4. Conclusion

In response to increasing numbers of products traded

in the e-commerce, it is getting more important to

increase the recommendation accuracy in the web-based

product recommendation system. While the cooperative

filtering system was widely used in the past, there are

Word2Vec or deep learning-based systems these days.

This study proposed Word2Vec and ensemble CNN

algorithm-based system to enhance the recommendation

accuracy in the movie recommendation. The proposed

method used the Word2Vec to figure out the user vector

and movie vector, came up with convolution model and

movie convolution model that forecast ratings from the

input of user vector and movie vector respectively, and

built up the ensemble CNN algorithm model for com-

bining the two models together. This study composed

the convolution model with the convolution layer that

processes the convolution with the one-dimensional fil-

ter, pooling layer for the 1D max pooling of the one-

dimensional input, and flatten layer for connecting with

the fully-connected layer’s input layer.

This study also compared the proposed system

(wCNN) with wDNN to assess the recommendation

accuracy. The recommended system remarkably improved

Table 1. Periodic table of elements

No
Collaborative 

Filtering
wDNN wCNN

1 1.0074 0.6753 0.6413

2 0.9865 0.6653 0.6721

3 1.0356 0.6529 0.6318

4 1.0234 0.6750 0.6510

5 1.0947 0.6884 0.6398

6 1.0304 0.6477 0.6972

7 0.9783 0.6713 0.6554

8 1.0076 0.6814 0.6552

9 1.0216 0.6608 0.6763

10 0.9511 0.6534 0.6651

Mean 1.0137 0.6672 0.6585
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the accuracy of the movie recommendation system

compared to the conventional user-based cooperative

filtering. In addition, wCNN showed higher accuracy

than the deep neural network-based system (wDNN).

In addition, this study suggested a system that utilizes

both Word2Vec and ensemble CNN algorithm to

enhance the recommendation accuracy in the movie

recommendation and verified the system by using the

FilmTrust data. In order to generalize the proposed sys-

tem, it is necessary to apply the system on the different

data additionally. Furthermore, deep learning technolo-

gies are developing quickly and there needs to be fur-

ther studies on improving the accuracy by building the

ensemble model including such new models.
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